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TODAY. NOW. ALWAYS

‘If we want to contribute to peace we have
to do more. We have to become more
peaceful’  these words from ACIM goes
hand in hand with one of Gandhi’s
principles 'the end is inherent in the means'
Direct and simple. Peace needs peaceful
hearts. Peace needs activism of the
mechanism of the heart to stay open to
differences and release fear into love. Peace
is a commitment to being peaceful to
remembering peace is our natural state.

Ask yourself in that silent space of your
intuition- "Where is there an attack thought
I can surrender inside my own head?"

"Where is there a gun in my personal
arsenal that I can retire?" Change occurs in
the open human heart extending love,

receiving love, staying open to love as a
social force for good. Make a commitment
to peace in your heart right now. AND... If
you think opening your heart to change
and shift your own attack thoughts is
foolish or impossible, remember Bobby
Kennedy’s words "some people see things
as they are and say why, I dream things
that never where and say why not." Why
not peace in your heart, right now?  Why
not? What do you have to lose? You have
the power with your love, with your
forgiveness, with your kindness, with your
peaceful state of awareness to dramatically
change your experience of the world.

You have power with your thoughts to
change your reality.  Make a shift in your
perception from fear to love and have
yourself a merry little miracle. Hold into
your own joy. Hold into your bliss. Hold into
your light. Illuminate the way by shining
your light radiantly without reserve.

Enjoy the peaceful heart of joy! 

Words Melanie Lutz
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Design Nature
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PEACE IS THE
WORD. 



A prayer for Listening.

Bring me the guidance I need to see this a different

way, to begin again, to learn a new way of being.

Everyone’s internal guidance system is

designed to provide the answer appropriate to

your individual circumstance. No one has the

answers for you. It is everyone’s job to listen. It

is not my job to wake people up. It took me

ten years to get I could leave.  It took me ten

years to listen to my intuition.  It took me ten

years to do the loving thing for myself.  As

Jung said “Genius lies beyond the wound.”

The ego speaks first and the ego speaks

loudest. Our greatest victory of self lies on the

other side of the fear, so the bigger the fear the

stronger the release into the miracle of the

moment. Perception is different for everyone,

it changes with the perceiver, it shifts, it can be

healed and there will be a new connection to

the truth.  A new pathway.  As you listen. The

reality you thought you were stuck in is

replaced and restored in right order of

universal support. 

In every way that you surrender into listening,

into expanding your hearts purpose fully

supported and in complete trust of the power

that lives in you, life expands, joy increases and

peace prevails. Have faith in this voice for your

highest good.

Hearing your inner loving guidance system

beyond the noise is the biggest part of the self

loving journey.

Listening to Divine
Guidance in Each
Moment Brings us
to the Center of our
Purpose everytime.
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FAITH IN LOVE

PEACE MAKERS

LOVE IN ACTION SHOUT OUT
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By Mel LutzTAKE THE BRIDGE TO EVERYWHERE
When doing the right thing is also the most loving thing faith steps in to bridge the
divide.  When it seems like you can’t get past an ancient hate it is time to turn it into a
present love.  Take a step and reach across any divide making the effort with all the
love you can muster as the bridge of connection unfolds before you.
 
Perfect peace, eternal safety, everlasting love, freedom forever from all thought of
loss complete deliverance from suffering.  And only happiness can be my state.
 
Get inspired by this powerful reminder that ALL of humanity is connected.  There is no
separation; in each act of love that knocks down fear sacred space is released.  It is the
Beginning and End of any story, this bridge of love and possibility.  Get into the spirit of
what Love can do to melt and mend hearts and remind us that no matter what the
conflict or difference understanding is available with love. In spirit, ask easily for love,
for happiness, and for eternal life in peace that has no ending. Ask for this, and you can
only win.

Remembering… Peace is already recognized at last, and you can feel its soft embrace
surround your heart and mind with comfort and with love.
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HORSIE SELFIE
HAPPINESS

JOY
LOVE

& HORSES

coaching and healing work and to see the horse as a

true spiritual teacher. Kate created meditations with

horses in nature, vision board workshops, and horse

happy hours. She is now offering a 3 month self-

love journey for 6 women paired with the intuitive

healing powers of the horse in Los Angeles which

starts at the end of March. You can find out more

here: www.horsieselfie.com and join her meetup

group: www.meetup.com/equine-rockstars. 

This month, we honor Kate Neligan's path into love
and connection into the source of all that is.  Horse
Selfie came through her deep commitment to
happiness, love and horses. Kate’s love of her life was
a grey Arabian mare named Felici (meaning
Happiness in Italian) and it is from her horse wisdom
that she learned to “lead with love” and ever since
then Kate has seen horses and her work from a
different perspective. Kate’s love of horses led her to
partner with them in equine-assisted 

Dawn Stevenson, Horsie Selfie Founder Kate Neligan, and a Horse named Missy
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YOU'VE GOT TO
HAVE FRIENDS

Friends are how the world goes round.  Friends are the
extension of our hearts, those individuals who are with
us no matter what, giving us strength to rely on when
we feel ours is gone, loving us when we need a boost
and sharing in the sad and happy days that make up in
equal parts the days of our lives.  

We are in a time where we have lost our sense of the
breath of humanity. Globalization has widened our
viewpoint but has not increased our connectedness.
Instead, barriers have been established, freedoms
have been undermined and blinders have grown and
grown. Rabbit holes have sprung up along the way
and millions have segmented into these holes.
 Within this framework, our friends, whose
experience brings us wisdom, whose intelligence and
caring teach us the meaning of kindness, whose
presence stand with us, connecting, coinciding,
collaborating, and sharing in this adventure of life.

The Bible offers two notable examples of friendships,
the first is that between Jonathan and David, in which
Jonathan walks a slender tightrope between his
loyalty to his friend David and his devotion to his
father Saul. The second is that between Ruth and
Naomi, which gives us the beautiful verse that has
been adopted by lovers but in its spirit holds the heart
of true friendship....

“Wither thus goest, I will go, and where though
lodgest, I will lodge; thy people shall be my people,
and thy God my God, where thou diest, will I die, and
there will be buried: the Lord do so to me and more
also, if ought but death part thee and me.”

Samuel Johnson, who knew the fragility of
friendship and said that “life has no pleasure higher
or nobler than friendship,” tended to place
friendship on the same level of significance as
marriage a joining with a brother in a space of safety
and joy and peace.

Friends are the family we choose.

Here's to all our friends, our soul families and all the
interconnections that nourish our spirit.

L O V E
A C T I V I S M

M O V E M E N TH E A R T  F U L L
O F  P E A C E

LOVE IS
THE WAY
www.melanielutz.com
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 In each moment I am considering the possibility there is
another way to look at every situation. I am celebrating all
that is. I am connected to the beauty within and I celebrate
the light I see in everything, everywhere I go.  I know every
moment is a moment to experience a miracle.
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LET THERE BE LIGHT

Enjoy this beautiful
expression of the love
inside all of us reflected
against nature expanding
outward amplifying

through our worlds attune
with the sounds of love
as shimmering reminder
of the light always
present, always

nourishing our hearts.  

#MelsLoveLand
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S U B S C R I B E   T O

M E L S   L O V E   L A N D

Save   50% off the  BOOKSTORE price.

BUY OR GIVE  a  SUBSCRIPTION  today and

 Receive a Special Love Gift.

Name

Address

City State ZIP

S U B S C R I B E   |   I N F O @ A L W A Y S A L I C E . C O M

S H I P P I N G   I N F O R M A T I O N

Credit Card

Credit Card No.

Expiry CVC No.

B I L L I N G   I N F O R M A T I O N

Email Mobile No. Signature Total  in $40

Make checks payable to  "AMP EXPERIENCE"
Special Discounted Yearly Subscription $40
Credit card holders must be placed by Credit Car holders only.

Please allow 12-14 days before the first issue to arrive. Do not send cash
Offer valid through June 30, 2020

 Fill out this card and send it with payment to Always Alice, 2118 Wilshire Blvd. #231 Santa Monica, CA 90403

Check Money Order

- Payment Scheme -


